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DOOYEWEERD TO VISIT INSTITUTE FOR CHRISTIAN STtJDI

Dr. Herman Dooyeweerd, 75, author of A NI!M CRITIQUE OF THEORETICAL THOUGHT, and
retired Professor of Law at the Free University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands, will
visit the ICS for two days during July. The distinguished Christian philosopher
and legal theorist wii3 receive an honorary doctorate from Gordon College, a leading
Evangelical Christian college, in Wenham, Massachusetts, on the 27th of June.
Dr. Dooyeweerd will then visit family, friends, and fellow professors while in
Canada.

ASSOCIATION PlACES INITIAL OFFER ON PROPERTY NEAR U. OF T.

On June 2 the Association made an initial bid of $200,000 on a building and property
on College Street in Toronto across from the Metropolitan Toronto Library, adjacent
to the campus ofthe University of Toronto. The Board of the National Sanitation
Committee, which controls the property, has met and the initial reaction was that
the offer was low. Their decision on the offer will be made July 8. The Association
requests the prayers of its supporters in this important step towards Institute
expansion.

CARVILL NA?D TO WORK ON ASSOCIATION STAFF

The Board of Tnistees of the Association announced June 15th the half-time appointment
of Robert Lee Carvill in the area of communications for the AACS. Carvill, 27, a
native of Auburn, Maine, has been a student at the Institute for the past year. He
is a graduate of public schools, holds the B.A. in English from Gordon College, Wenham,
Massachusetts, the M.A. in English from Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill., and

the Certificate of Candidacy in Philosophy in English at Northwestern. He is a member

of the Marston’s Corner Baptist Church in his hometown.

Carvill, possessing a background rich in Evangelical tradition, was attracted to the

ICS by a bibliographical note in a book referring to Dr. Calvin Seerveld’s Christian

Critique of Literature, one of the Christian Perspectives series. In his new position
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he will serve members of the Association by keeping them informed of the latest
AACS events and by fostering interaction and feedback by members on important
matters of polIcy. He will also work rith foundations, presenting proposals for
financial support in the development of the AACSts different activities. Drawing
on his background experience, he will seek to make the work of the Association
known among Evangelicals of non-reformed background so that the work of the
organization might per:iieate the Christian community as fully as possible. De
ferred giving, publicity in magazines and newspapers, corporate donations and
student scholarships will also be his responsibility.

During his years at Gordon College, Carvill edited the Tartan, the college news
paper. He hes also served as Research Writer for the Christian Achievement
Motivation Program at Trinity College, Deerfield, Illinois, a project which he
was instrumental in designing and securing funds for from the Stone Foundation
of Chicago. He also served as Assistant Professor of English at Trinity.
Carvill writes a bi-monthly column for Calvinist-Contact entitled, ‘Community

hI•

PERSPECTIVE MAGZThE TO BE SUPPLEMEN1’ED BY M0NHL IEWSLEPTER

Perspective Magazine, which hasP appeared quarterly since 1967 will be published
twice a year, summer and winter, from now on. During the other ten months
Perspective Newsletter will be published for supporters and friends of the
Association. The Magazine will become inspirational and educational in the
summer issue, and will endeavor to introduce the Association and its activities
to possible members in the winter issue. The Newsletter will be primarily
informational, periodic enough to keep members of the AACS up to date on proposed
policies, decisions of the Board, news events and community service activities.
The Newsletter seeks news about members as well as feedback concerning its
policies, activities and any problems concerning AACS operation that members
may have.

Robert Carvill will be editing the Newsletter and the Magazine. News, ideas
for articles, reactions, problems, and positive responses to local chapter work
or to Association programs that affect different communities should be sent by
letter to Mr. Carv-ill. He will give these matters prompt attention and take
appropriate action to see that the Association remains responsive to the needs
and mandates of its members.

FIRST INSTITUTE SCHOLARSHIP OFFERED TO JAPA1’ESE STUDERT

Rev. Koichiro Takariki, graduate of Kobe Theological Seminary in Kobe, Japan,
has been offered the first tuition scholarship ($600) for study at the ICS
during 1970-71. Rev. Takariki specialized in Christian Philosophy and System
atic Theolor at Kobe, and will study systematic philosophy, ethics, theolor,
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and political theory, at the ICS as well as taking a tutorial with Dr. James
Olthuis in theology.

The tuition scholarship was made possible by an anonymous gift from an AACS
member. The Institute will have about 40 to 50 full-time students this coming
year; rnny of these students need scholarship help. Members who feel led to
provide full or part scholarships for this vital Christian work may contact
Robert Carvill via the Institute for Christian Studies, il.ii Lrndhurst Avenue,
Toronto 14, Ontario, Canada.

WEDGE PUBLISHING FOUNDATION TO ISSUE TWO ASSOCIATION BOOKS

For some time the Association has wanted to delegate its publishing responsibil
ities to another organization because of the expense of publishing and the
responsibilities involved in editing and marketing the Christian Perspectives
and other important Christian publications. On March 10, 1970, Wedge Publishing
Foundation was incorporated and Mr. Adrian Peetoom has been appointed Director.
The Association has entered an agreement with Wedge to publish two new works.
The first publication will be a compendium Of addresses by Association staff and
Institute professors on the present condition of the Body of Christ, and written
out of loving concern for the Church. The, second book will be a condensation
of. the Discovery Lectures for 1969-70 on family living and learning. The latter
book will be available at the Discovery II lectures this fall.

TJSTITUTE GROWTH CAMPAIGN ‘70

The Institute ‘70 Campaign with its objective of $150,000 is underway. The
response to date is overwhelming. One hundred and eighty-three people from
Canada and the United States have donated or pledged the first $65,000. Pledges
exceeding $40,000 have already been received for the 1971 and 1972 phase of the
three year campaign. The total objective for all three years is $300,000.
This money will be used to increase the staff and find a new home for the
Institute, close to the University of Toronto.

During the summer and fall of 1970, thirty-six communities in Canada and the
United States i1l engage in local Institute campaigns. In a number of areas
the Institute campaign will be combined with a membership drive.

Student response to our appeal for financial support has been very encouraging.
Three Institute students and five students from other institutions each pledged
$OO out of their summer earnings Many students are donating amounts ranging
from $100 - $250. A student from the United States who visited the Institute
shortly before he left for Vietnam pledged his entire G.I. salary for 1970.
Every month he sends his cheque to the Institute. Over $1,800 has already been
received. The Lord wiling, this student will come to the Institute this fall
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to study.

Encouraging reports have also been coming in from our chapters. At one chapter
meeting in Western Canada fourteen people pledged to raise a minimum of $5,000
during 1970. May they have good crops!

$65,000 from 183 people! That is an average of almost $350 per person. How is
this possible in our present inflationary society? Many people have carefully
considered their monthly income and expenses with an eye to laying a few dollars
aside each month for the Institute Growth Campaign. These monthly donations
range from $1.00 - $50.00.

With the spirited involvement of our chapters and contact persons we trust the
response of faithful supporters all across Canada and the United States will
be as overwhelming.

19 ENROLL FOR SUMMER PROGRAM IN T NATURAL SCIENCES

Nineteen college professors and graduate students have enrolled for the summer
program in the foundations of the natural sciences. Dr. Hart is presenting a
series of fifteen core lectures in the philosophy of science and is aided by
two resource scholars, Dr. E.D. Fackerell, Visiting Professor in physics at
California Institute of Technology, and Dr. M.D. Stafleu, a Dutch physicist
from the University of Nijmegen. Both men are competent, original, Christianly
aware scholars in the natural sciences. The sessions, including seminar-lectures,
workshops on special problems, and examinations of scientific problems in the
context of twentieth century culture, provide an opportunity to benefit from
Institute work for those who cannot attend regular courses during the school
year, as well as for an intensive experience in communal Christian scholarship.
Enrollment is limited to 25 participants.

AACS TO CO-SPONSOR SUMMER SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS WUI’H OACS, NUCS, AND CALVIN

The Association will be co-sponsoring a summer school for Christian teachers
with the Ontario Alliance o± Christian Schools. The Association, long desirous
of co-operating in a joint venture, learned that co-sponsorship had been achieved
when the Alliance member schools voted May 2, 1970, at their semi-annual meeting
to mandate the Alliance Board to co-operate with the AACS, NUCS, and Calvin to
implement its wishes. The decision has been implemented and the summer school
will be held beginning July 6 at the Toronto District Christian High School,
Woodbridge, Ontario, under the direction of Mr. John Top, the summer school’s
administrator. Sixty-five persons have enrolled and the school has a budget
of $6,500. Dr. Arnold DeGraaff, ICS, Drs. Gordon SpyIan and Marion Snapper,
Calvin, and Dr. Henry Triezenberg, NUCS, will be the four professors.
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John Olthuis, Executive Director of the Institute states, “We are very happy we
can co-operate to serve Christian elementary and. secondary education, and look
forward to coninued co-operation in years to come.”

JOHN OLTHIJIS FOSTERS CO-OPERATION AMONG ALL CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL EFFOS

John Olthuis, Ebcecutive Director of the Association, and legal counsel for the
Ontario Alliance of Christian Schools, believes that all Christian educational
efforts are inter-related because, without graduate and higher education the
elementary and secondary Christian schools would be crippled because of a lack
of Christianly-comniitted and educated personnel. The parts of the whole Christian
educational movement are intimately inter-related..

Instances of the complementary nature of John’s activities are his recent meetings
on behalf of the Ontario Ailiance in Kingston, Ontario, and his frequent meetings
with Minister of Education for Ontario, Mr. William Davis. In Kingston John
spoke at two meetings arranged by the promotional committee of the Christian
School there. His assignment was to present the service of Christian education
to the whole Christian community, especially Evangelicals, first at the Kingston
Gospel Temple (Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada) in May, and second for the
Assemblies of God on June 9. He gave a critical analysis of the Hall-Dennis
Living and Learning Report and the MacKay report on religious education in the
schools, in the light of the Gospel that can brook no attempt of education to
be man’s salvation. John’s comments were widely televised and reported in the
local press.

On JUne. 15 John appeared with John De Boer, Henry Nieman, and Eric Slothouber
before Mr. William Davis, Minister of Education, to plead once again that Christian
public schools be. recognized financially by the state. If the Ontario Alliance
of Christian Schools can be recognized, this could also set a precedent for
recognition of a graduate level organization such as the AACS. In principle
all Christian educational movements are similar. The AACS can only thrive in
an atmosphere in which all Christians understand and support some kind of
Christian education in pzincip1e. Therefore, the Association continues to
foster co-operation of all movements that the Kingdom might be known and wit
nessed to in the contemporary world.

TERRACE B .C. - OUR FIRST RESPONSE

We received. a letter today from Terrace, B.C. containing twelve new membership
applications and cheques totalling $3lL.OO - all dues. These are the first
fruits o± their local Institute Growth Campaign. A drive for funds is being
planned for this fall.

Thank you Terrace
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UI’USUAL STUDY OPPORTUNITY IN ECONOMICS WITH GOUDZWAARD

When Dr. Bob Goudzwaard assumes his position as Associate Professor of Economics
at the ICS next summer, it will present unusual opportunities for Christian
graduate students in economics to study under an expert with much practical
experience. Dr Goudzwaard?s seven years of research as a member of the academic
staff of the Abraham Kuyper Foundation, his two years as research advisor on
economic policy of the A.R. Party representatives in the Dutch parliament, and
his four years as a member of the parliament in behalf of the A.R. Party equip
him admirably for teaching and research with advanced economics students and
professors. He will be available for personal tutorials for those who deserve
such attention. Applications for study with Dr. Goudzwaard should be requested
from Dr. James Olthuis of the ICS faculty, in care of the Institute. Members
knowing of Christian graduate students in economics may send their names to the
Institute.

SUMMER POI1FERENCES

Plan now to attend the conference in your area. Write to the AACS for a summer
conference brochure, giving complete information about an exciting week-end of
inspiration, study, feilowship, recreation and relaxation.

Alberta

Sept. !_7,
Concordia
College, Edmonton,
Messrs. Mclntire
& Vrieze

British Columbia

Sept. !_7, Cultus
Lake, B.C., Drs.
DeGraaff & Olthuis

Iowa

Sept. Ii_7,
Walther League
Park, Dr. Thinner
and Messrs. John
A. Olthuis and G.
V andezande

Michigan

Sept. ll-lL, Teen
age Challenge Youth
Resort, HolThnd, Mich.,
Mr. C.T. Mclntire and
Dr. B. Zylstra

Ontario Pennsylvania Washington

July 31-Aug. 3,
Niagara Falls,
Dr. J.H. Olthuis
& Mr. C.T. Mclntire

Oct. 15-17, Pinebrook,
Stroudsburg, Pa.,
Mr. C.T. Mclntire and
Dr. B. Zyistra

Sept. 1-3,
Bellevue, Wash.,
Drs. Olthuis and
DeGraaff

LERAR ACQUISITIONS...

Dr. Hendrik Hart, head of the Institute’s library committee, requests that those
supporters and friends of the -AACS who have foundational works in theo1or and.
philosophy and works in the theory of all the different fields of scholarship
consider donating these books to the library of the ICS. Theological and
philosophical books in Dutch and other European languages not found in North
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American libraries are needed especially because these books are probably avail
able only in the libraries of individuals. Any book or pamphlet by, on, or re
ferring to the philosophy of the law-idea would be especially valuable because the
Institute would like to collect anything which has ever been written about the
W.d.W.

If you have books that the Lord lays it upon your heart to donate will you please
write Dr. Hrt describing the subject matter? If you know of others who have
especially rich libraries will you inform us?

TO SERVE YOU BETTER,..

Many supporters and friends of the Association visit at the Institute each month.
The number of persons who would like to see one of the professors or Association
administrative staff is increasing continually. In order to serve each one of
these persons better, it is necessary to ask that they make an appointment by
mail or phone with the person they wish to see while here. Otherwise these visit
ors may be disappointed when scheduling conflicts or work load, preclude un
announced visits. Our supporters deserve the best in personal attention, an
appointment will assure satisfaction in this regard.

4U

MINI-SCRIPTS...

Dr. James Olthuis participated in a discussion of the implications for Christians
of the Hall-Dennis Living and Learning Report by fifty Evangelical educators in
Toronto on June 13. The proceedings will be published in Crux magazine.

Mr. C.T. Mclntire, instructor in History at Trinity Christian College, Palos
Heights, Illinois, Discovery lecturer and summer study conference speaker for the
AACS, has been invited to address an International Reformed Conference at The
Schloss Mittersili, Austria, July 31-August 7, 1970. Conference theme is:
“The Spirit of Revolution and the Rule of Christ”.

Dr. Hart addressed the American Scientific Affiliation in December on “Transcend
ental Method and Logic or the Nature of a Fact’. The ASA is an organization of
Evangelical professors dedicated to exploring any and every area relating Christian
faith and science. Requests for copies of the address should be directed to Prof.
Richard H. Bube, Department of Materials Science, Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif. 91+305.
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Dr. Zyistra addressed the Calvin College Curriculum Conference in January on
“Christian Education Through Social Studies”. On April J+, 1970, he spoke to
the Boards of Elders Conferences of Classes Hamilton and Toronto on “The Crisis
of Our Times and The Evangelical Churches”. These speeches are available from
the Institute.

On March 18.Dr. Dithuis received frontpage coverage in the Guelph, Ontario,
Mercury for his address to the Graduate Fellowship of Guelph on the topic of
family norms in the light of Scripture. The Mercury article was entitled,
“Family Values--A Ping Pong Ball”.

Wendy Elgersma, graduate of Calvin and the University of Toronto, and a part-time
student at the Institute for the past three years, is the recipient of a scholar
ship from the Free University of Amsterdam for study there this fall.

Mr. Harry Kiefte, who ‘has taken courses at the Institute, has been awarded the
Ph.D. in physics by the University of Toronto.

Dr. Olthuis was given a license in May to exhort by Classis Toronto of the
Christian Reformed Church. He has received several invitations to preach through
out Ontario, and has done so ten times in the past two months.

Dr. Zyistra’s dissertation, From_Pluralism to Collectivism: The Development of
Harold Laski’s Political Thought, has had the unusual distinction of going
through a second edition. Orders for the book ought to be sent to Tomorrow’s
Book Club, P.O. Box 10, Station L, Toronto 10, Ontario.

Mr. John Hultink, Director of Development, and Miss Jenny Meyer, Bookkeeper of
the Association, were married May 2 by Rev. J. Groen of Owen Sound in the First
Christian Reformed Church of Toronto.

Those who read the Toronto II Appeal to the Christian Reformed Church Synod will
be interested in knowing that the Synod declared that the Cons istory of the II
Toronto church erred in publishing observations reflecting unfavorably upon the
reputation of persons and organizations which were irrelevant to the point of its
Appeal. Synod also declared that the request that the AACS be removed from
Synod endorsement for financial assistance was not legally before Synod, hence,
could not be acted upon.

During 1970-71 the Discovery II lecture series will consider the general theme:
The Plate and Task of the Institutional Church. Sixteen speakers have been
asked to participate in bringing the series to twenty-four cities in the United
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States and Canada. Further information and plans will be announced in the next
Newsletter.

Mr. John Qithuis, Executive Director of the Association, has been elected to the
General Council of the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada.

Dr. Peter Schoüls, member of the Board of Trustees of the Association, has become
head of the Department of Philosophy, University of Alberta at Edmonton.

Dr. Edwár1 Piers, 31, Associate Professorof Chemistry at the University of
British Columbia, and member of the Board of Trustees of the Association, has
received an 8,Ooo fellowship by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation of New York.
The grant will be used for research in the chemical structure of terpenes, a
class of hydrocarbons occurring in the volatile and fragrant essential oils of
a wide range of flowering plants and trees.

Two articles, “Calvinism as a Cosmoscope” by Hendrik Hart, and. “The Place o
Christianity in our Times” by Bernard Zyistra, appeared in the Spring, 1970 issue
of International Refoimed Bulletin. Copies are available from 1677 Gentian Drive,
S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 195O8, U.S.A. Dr. Zylstra’s article was prepared
from a speech he gave in March to a group of Evangelical professionals, business
men, and academics at Hart House in Toronto.

At the Trinity Invitational held in Palos Heights, Illinois, over the Christmas
vacation, Dr. Hart presented an abridged version of his “Transcendental Method.
and Logic” speech, and Dr. Olthuis spoke on “The Reality of Societal Structures”
to about thirty selected. Christian college professors.

Institute faculty secretary, Dr. James Oithuis, announces that he has received
applications from twenty-five students for full-time attendance at the Institute
this fall. All interested students should send. for the l&t€st copy of the ICS
Bulletin which is now available. This Bulletin contains1newly structured programs
of courses, seminars and tutorials as well as the graduate degree requirements
which the faculty and. students have developed. Significant changes have been
made and this should be considered by prospective students.
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WOULD YOU CONSIDER...

Would you consider sending us your 1970 dues today? If at all possible, we would
like.all ou’ members to send in their dues during the spring and summer of each
year. We realize that some of our members are accustomed to remitting their dues
in the fall, but we would like you to considei this change.

-Why? The Association and its Institute have two main sources of operating
revenue - membership dues and. student tuition. Since all tuition monies are
received in the fall (September, October, and November) we would appreciate
receiving dues monies during the spring and summer months. V

Summer months especially, are diffiu1t months. We have a tendency to run out
of both tuition and dues monies. If possible, please send us your membership
dues today.

V

•

V

V

•• ••

4ç

V V

The space below is reserved for your comments and reactions. We would very much
like to hear frOm you concerning your opinion on this Newsletter and any news
reported in it. • V

•
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